
DOPTTi\IION MODELTNG
Metols and Heat
Why are different types of metats used for different purposes? Specific
meta[s and mixtures of metats, catled atloys, are used for cookware, jet engines,'
steam boiters, catatlrtic converters, and many other applications. Meta[s are

good conductors of heat and etectricity and generalty possess strength,
ductiLity. and malteabitity. But why do different metals have different thermal
properties? Can this difference be retated to other measurable properties

of metals?

15.1 lntroduction
What makes one object hot and another cold? What exactly is heat? Scientists have
studied these questions for centuries, and their conclusions have changed as they
have learned more about how heated and unheated objects behave.

15.2 The Kinetic Theory
Modern scientists agree that what we call heat is really the movement of a form
of energy called thermal energy. According to the kinetic theory of matter, all
substances contain tiny, constantly moving particles. The particles in hot materials
move faster than the particles in colder materials. Thermal energy is the sum of
the kinetic energy of the random motion of the particles. The average kinetic
energy of the particles is proportional to the temperature of the material. However,
temperature alone does not indicate how much thermal energy is present. We will
look into this aspect later. For now, let's review some important observations that
give evidence for the kinetic-molecular theory of matter.

l5-l Why ore different metols used for different

purposes?

The kinetic theory is also called the
kinetic-molecular theory of matter
because the two concepts of tiny
discrete particles in constant motion
are inseparable.
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I i'" li lhe spreoding of this dye throughout the woter

illustrotes fie principle of diffusion.

l-i. ., Diffusion of goses is cleorly seen in the mixing

of bromine vopor ond oir.

l*i:,rr:; 'i::.:,,^'.,ii (1J73-1858) was an
English botanist who first described
Brownian motion while studying
pollen grains under a microscope.

15.3 Matter {an Be Subdivided
Suppose that you place a crystal of blue dye in a beaker of water and stir it until it
is con-rpletely dissolved and all the water has become dark blue. The crystal has

somehow divided itself and spread throughout the water in the beaker. If you pour
the contents of the beaker into a much larger container of water and stir the solution
again, the color becomes less intense but is still completely distributed throughout
the larger container. The process may be repeated many times. The color becomes
progressively fainter but is still present. The material from the crystal seems to keep
dividing indefinitely. For this to be true, there must be a multitude of minuscule
particles. These particles are called molecules, atoms, or ions.

15"4 *iffusien
You have seen evidence that particles exist. Now let's consider evidence that these
particles are in motion. Suppose you drop a crystal of the same blue dye into a

beaker of water vvithout stining. If you wait patiently, you will see that the crystal
dissolves and that eventually the dye and the water completely mix (though this
may take a very long time). This observation can be explained by assuming that
the water molecules are in constant motion. Their motion distributes particles of
the dye throughout the water. The spreading of a substance through particle mo-
tion alone is called diffusion.

Diffusion takes place much faster in gases than in liquids. This observation
leads us to believe that gas molecules move faster than liquid molecules. For ex-
ample, when a few drops of household ammonia are spilled from a bottle on one
side of a room. the scent of ammonia can soon be smelled on the far side of the
room. Judging by the speed at which the ammonia drifts, air molecules must move
at high speeds, around 500 m/s or more at room temperature.

Scientists can visually demonstrate diffusion in gases using bromine vapor and air.
Bromine vapor is brown and dense; it is about five and one-half times as dense as air.
(It is also poisonous-that is why only qualified people should perform this demon-
stration.) Suppose that a container of air is placed upside down over a similar con-
tainer of bromine vapor that has its open end facing up but covered by a glass plate
(see Figure 15-3). When the glass plate is slid out from between the containers, the
brown bromine vapor will start diffusing upward into the transparent air. Air will also
move downward into the bromine vapor. This cannot be explained by gravity, because
the lighter air goes downward, while the heavier bromine vapor moves upward. Atter
a period of time, the two gases will be evenly mixed. The molecules of the air and the
bromine must each have motion of their own to mix themselves so quickly and thor-
oughly. This process occurs even more rapidly at higher temperatures.

€S"5 Se"orrynler: ftd$tiqln
In1821 1.,,,;r,q: i-r:i:;.,.:'idiscoveredmoredirectevidencethatmatterisinconstant
motion. Brown used a microscope to examine plant spores floating in water. He
saw the spores jostling back and lbrth as if they were being struck repeatedly from
different sides. Yet nothing was touching them except the water in which they were
floating. The explanation fbr his observation is that water molecules are in con-
stant random motion, and they collide with the spores. This effect, seen only in
tiny particles, is called Brownian motion.

It is also possible to see Brownian motion in smoke parlicles. While looking
through a microscope, introduce a small amount of smoke before the objective
lens and illuminate it with a bright light. You will be able to clearly see the smoke
particles jostling about in vibratory motion. This motion is caused by collisions
with high-speed air molecules.
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l li-,i; Brownion molion of microscopic porflcles is
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liquid or gos molecules ogoin$ the portkles.

";i.,:r,' r t:t,: ,, (1728-99) was a Scot-
tish physician rvho conducted
research in the thermal properties of
matter and discovered carbon diox-
ide. Black also proposed the con-
cepts of iatent and specific heat. His
work was foundational in the estab-

lishrnent of the science of chemistrv.

:irr.t1 lr'r,r,: i..;1;1111r;.,; (1743-94) WaS a

brilliant French chemist often called
the "Father of Modern Chemistry."
He discovered the conservation of
mass and identified oxygen as the

active'agent in combustion and res-
piration. He was beheaded in the
French Revolution.

1,:. '.:.1;:1:;1 ,, . (lll8-1 829) was
an Engiish chernist who specialized
in discovering many new elements
and invest igating lheir properties.
He discovered the law of combining
proportions that supported Dalton's
atomic theory of matter. He also
conducted qualitative research in
many areas of science.

t5.6 T$:e e*&*ric Eheory
Many eighteenth-century scientists believed the caloric theory-the view that
heat is a material fluid. called coloric. that flows fiom hot bodies to cold bodies.
Earlier scientists, including Francis Bacon, Robert Boyle, and Robert Hooke, had
previously advocated the rival kinetic theory-the theory that thermal energy is a
property of an object arising from the motion of its particles. Still, such notable
scientists as .' : " ':'.' , who discovered carbon dioxide, &nd '.,,

the famous French chemist, enthusiastically endorsed the caloric theory.
A majorblow to the caloric theory came with the f-amous cannon-boring experiment

conducted by Count Rumford. According to the caloric theory, the amount of thermal
energy produced in drilling a metal should be proportional to the volume o1'the mate-
rial the drill removed. The caloric fluid was believed to reside between the most ele-
mentary parlicles of the metal and be released when the pafticles were separated.

However. Rumford observed no corelation between the volume of the material
removed and the thermal energy produced. On the contrarli, he observed that the
greatest heat was produced when a dull drill removed only a little metal after a

great zrmount of mechanical work was expended. An almost unlimited supply of
thermal energy could be produced under such conditions. In a report to the Royal
Society in 1798, he theorized that thermal energy was the result of motion in the
elementary particles of the metal. i::,,rr,ll, . continued this line of attack on
the caloric theory in the early 1800s.

In 1840 James Prescott Joule of Mernchester, England, began a series of ex-
periments designed to unite thernral and mechanical energy under a single conser-
'r,ation law. In a lecture that he delivered in 1847, Joule administered the c'oup de
grAt'e tct the faltering caloric theory. He showed that since caloric can be converted
to kinetic or potential energy, it cannot possibly be a material substance. He
explained the source of the heating in Rumford's experiment as a change from
mechanical to thermal energy. The caloric theory quickly became a thing of the
past. The paradigm shifi from the caloric to the kinetic-molecular model of ther-
mal energy and heat is one of the most profound scientific revolutions in history
because it allowed the science of therrnodynamics to develop rapidly.

t5.7 Ths M*chansaal Hqxivaf;ent of l4eat
The results of Joule's research, published in 1845, described a device in which
falling weights turned a set of paddles in an enclosed drum of water. After
conducting a series of careful experiments, he reported that it required an average
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The r*l*r'i* i*'lil was the unit of
heat for many years. However, the
joule is now the primary unit for
both energy and heat in most scien-
tific research. The calorie, or more
specifically, the dietary Calorie
(l Calorie : 1 kcal or 1000 cal),
is still in use for quantifying the
energy content of foods.

l5& #&ierlives

After completing this section, I can

/ summarize the evidence for the
kinetic-molecular model of
matter.

/distinguish between diffusion and
Brownian motion.

/discuss the basis of the caloric
theory and its demise in the face
of Joule's discovery of the
mechanical equivalent of heat.

,/compare the different units of
heat and energy.

The fu*at capaeiiy {fli of an object is
the quantity of thermal energy
required to raise the temperature of
the entire object I degree Celsius.
Units are J/'C. Heat capacity is a
unique property of each object.

h{ffii'i i'!} is the quantity of thermal
energy that is transferred to or from
a system. It is not correct to say that
an ob.iect contains a certain amount
of heat.

of 819 foot-pounds-force (ft-lbfl of work to raise the temperature of a pound
of water one degree Fahrenheit (he later refined his results and settled on 772
foot-pounds-force). Its equivalent in thermal energy units, called the mechanical
equivalent of heat, varied somewhat from experiment to experiment because
of frictional losses, but the values obtained were close enough to support the
idea that the discrepancies would disappear in the absence of friction. In SI units,
Joule's mechanical equivalent of heat was about 4.50 N.m per gram of water
per degree Celsius. At the time, this amount of heat was assigned the unit of
c*l*rie {e;:}i, which was the standard unit of heat until late in the twentieth
century.

Joule performed several different experiments to explore the idea of the
mechanical equivalent of heat. His experiments did not agree exactly. For the
equivalent of 1 cal, Joule reported 4.14 N.m of work for heating water with a
perforated piston, 4.27 N.m for the temperature drop of rapidly expanding air, and
4.16 N.m for experiments involving water moving through narrow tubes. By 1850
he had settled on a value of 4.15 N.m for I cal. The currently accepted value of
the mechanical equivalent of thermal energy is 4. 1 86 N.m : 1 cal (at i 5 'C). In
honor of the fundamental work Joule accomplished in thermodynamics, the N.m
was renamed the joule, the SI derived unit of energy, work, and heat.

154 Section Review
l. According to the kinetic theory, describe how thermal energy is mani-

fested in matter.

2. How is temperature related to thermal energy?

3. Discuss three evidences that support the kinetic-molecular theory of matter.

4. What observation produced a key piece of evidence that contradicted
the caloric theory of heat and led to its eventual demise?

5. What logical argument proved that heat could not be a material fluid
called caloric?

0. State the SI equivalent for 1 cal.

7. Ignoring losses to the surroundings, if 10.0 J of work is done stirring
2.0 L of water, how much thermal energy is transferred to the water?

15.8 Heat Capacity
Recall from earlier chapters that momentum and velocity are related but different
quantities. It is not always the fastest-moving object that has the greatest momen-
tum. For example, a slow-moving truck may have more momentum than a speed-
ing motorcycle because the truck has far more mass than the motorcycle.
Momentum is the product of mass and velocity.

Similarly, it is not always the hottest object that contains the greatest amount of
thermal energy. There are two other factors involved here-the mass of the object
and its ability to hold thermal energy. Both of these factors are included in the
object's h**r.f clrgr.ar-:igy {{.1}, which is the amount of thermal energy required
to raise the temperature of the entire object one degree Celsius. The amount of
thermal energy added to or taken from a system is called h*at {f}.The SI unit for
heat capacity is joules per degree Celsius (J/"C). Heat capacity of an object is to
thermal energy as mass is to momentum. Heat capacity may be calculated by
the formula

THERMAT ENERGY AND MATTER
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OotiectL:-a-' (1s.1)

where At is the change of temperature of the object,

Lt: tfrnt - /initiol.

Heat is analogous to mechanical work. Mechanical work on or by a system
involves the transfer of mechanical energy to or from the system. Heat involves
the movement of thermal energy. So, it is technically incorrect to say that a system

has a certain amount of heat, just as it is improper to say that a system has a cer1.ain

amount of work. Heat is not a property of a system as thermal energy is. It takes
gri:at discipline to use the two terms correctly.

15.9 Specific Heat
Mass is a property of a specific object, not of a kind of substance. Similarly, heat

capacity is a properly of an object. To compare the relative "heaviness" of one sub-
stance to another, scientists divide the mass of a sample of the substance by its vol-
ume, which yields the specific density of the material-its mass per unit volume.
Similarly, to find the thermal energy capacity of a substance (not an object), scientists

divide the heat capacity of an object by its mass to find its specffic heat capacity-its
heat capacity per gram. The specific heat ir:n,,) of a substance is the amount of ther-
mal energy required to raise the temperature of 1 g of the substance one degree Cel-
sius. It is properly expressed in SI units of joules per grdm-degree Celsius (J/g."C).

Older textbooks sometimes refer to units of calories per gram-degree Celsius. Com-
paring the definitions of specific heat and calorie, we can see that the specific heat of
water is, by definition, exactly 1 caVg.oC (at 15 "C). In SI units, the specific heat of
water is about 4.18 Jlg."C (near room temperature). The specific heats of some com-
mon substances are listed in Table 15-1 on page 344. Specific heat varies somewhat
with temperature and pressure. However, the specific heats of most solids are nearly
constant for temperatures between 20 'C and 100 "C and pressures near 1 atm.

How can we find the specific heat of a material? Using the definition of specific
heat, if we add a known amount of thermal energy (Q) to an object of known mass
(m) and note the corresponding temperature change (Ar) in degrees Celsius, then
we can find the specific heat of the material from the equation

Just as momentum is a function of a

fixed property of an object (its mass)

and a variable properry (its speed),

the thermal energy of an object is
dependent on its heat capacity (a

fixed property) and its temperature
(a variable propefiy).

Recall that lowercase / refers to
Celsius temperature as well as time.
This is another case in physics

where a single symbol is used for
more than one quantity. The context
of the problem will indicate what
dimensional property is meant.

Specific heat capacity, orjust
specific heat (c,pi, is the amount of
heat required to raise the tempera-
ture of 1 g of a substance I oC.

The definition of the calorie, depen-
dent as it is on the heat capacity of
water (which varies with tempera-
ture), must be given with an associ-
ated temperature. Typically, the
calorie is defined at 15 oC, although
other temperatures are used as well.

Equation 15.1 can be used to find
the heat capacity ofboth objects
and substances. However, to find
the heat capacity of uniform sub-
stances, it is better to multiply the

substance's specific heat by its
mass. Example 15-1 takes this
approach in Part b.

.Q
crp:.,,.:,wM. (15.2)

Taking Some Heat: Determining Heat Capacity

When 89.7 J of thermal energy is added to a 10.0 g atuminum bLock at
20.0 oC, the btock's temperature rises to 30.0 "C. Compute (a) the specific
heat of aluminum and (b) the heat capacity of the btock.

Sotution:
The system is the aluminum block.

a. Computing specific heat:

0 89.7 J
Csp At : mLt (10.0 gX10.0"C)

cspAr : 0.897 J/g'"C
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SpecIfiC Heat of ,.

SelecteO Substances

b. Computing heat capacity:

I C: frcspaL

' C : (10.0 9)(0.897 J/g..C)

', C:8.97J/"C

The amount of heat that is needed to raise the temperature of an object a certain
number of degrees is released when the object is cooled the same number of de-
grees. If, in the previous example, the aluminum block were cooled from 30 'C to
20 "C, the cooling process would release 89.7 J of heat.

15.10 Modeling Specific Heat
Compare the specific heats of silver and gold in Table l5-1. Both are metals and
both have jli,:: ,.:ir'irii'ri:rs, which cause them to be good conductors of heat. Both
metals naturally exist in the same kind of crystal lattice structure. When these met-
als are heated, atoms in the lattice can only vibrate in place, since metal bonds
keep atoms from significantly changing position. So, if the two metals' particle
arrangements and thermal motions are nearly identical, what accounts for the dif-
ference in the value of specific heat of these two metals? It must have to do with
some difference in the metal atoms themselves. An element's measurable proper-
ties are mainly due to the mass and electron structure of its atoms. Since the elec-
tron structures of the two metals are similar, it seems reasonable that there must
be some relationship between an element's mass (atomic weight) and its specific
heat value. Look at the following table that gives the values of the specific heat
and molar masses of several pure metals. Later, you will be asked to make a
model relating these two quantities.

Flrgbftal'$ata,'f,lir,Sslecterl Metals I

Metal Molar Mass Specific Heat
tglmort (-yg.'r) at 25 "c;

Mg 24.31, 1..024 
i
iAl" 26.98 0.897

Cr 52.00 0.450

0.449

0.421.

0.384

0.388

0.235

0.732

0.1.29

0.1.27

Zn 65.41.

,Substance
: ai (27 "C/300 K)

: atuminum

, benzene
i

: brass

: carbon (graphite)

chlorine
:

i copper

r ethyl. atcohol.

,

gl'ass (crown)

' 
gol.d

. iron

. lead

: mercury

, oiL (otive)

; oxygen

I ptatinum

, sitver

: tin

; tungsten

, water (sotid/ice)

(l"iquid)

(gaslsteam)

c=o (Js."t)
1.76

0.897

1..7 5

0.375

0.709

0.479

0.385

2.44

a.670

0.1.29

0.449

0.729

0.740

1.79

0.918

0.133

0.235

0.228

0.73?

2.09

4.78

2.01.

1..70

I water

; water
:

I wood
' zinc 0..388

The i'rr+i, ,*l+rIl{:s-:$ found in metals
are unlocalized valence electrons
involved in forming the bonds
between metal atoms. We will dis-
cuss this further in Subsection 15.13.

The particles in liquids and gases

not only oscillate, but they also can
rotate and move along linear paths
(translation). Molecules also exhibit
complicated internal motions among
their atoms. Thus, the kinetic ener-
gies associated with t'luid particles
tend to have a complex effect on
their measurable propenies.

55.85

58.93

63.55

107.86

183.84

Au 1,96.97

Pb 207.27

Fe

Co

Cu

Ag

W
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15.11 Conservation of Thermal Energy
When an object gains heat, its surroundings lose the same amount of heat. Ther-
mal energy is conserved if it is the only fbrm of energy exchanged in a process. In
this chapter we wili assume that thermal energy is conserved, so the heat gained

by a system is lost by its surroundings and vice versa. Symbolically,

Q.yr."n : -Qsu*oundings, of

Qryrr.,, * Qsurroundingr 
: 0 J.

Such expressions are called heat-balance equations.

Conservation of Thermal Energy: The Calorimeter

A 10.0 g atuminum btock has an initiaI temperature of L9.7 oC. It is ptaced

in an ad'iabatie vesset-one that a[[ows no heat to enter or leave its con-
tents-that contains 20.0 g of water at 31.1 'C. The two parts of the system

come to equitibrium at a final temperature of 30.0 "C. Compare the heat
gained by the metaI b[ock to the heat Lost by the water.

Solution:
The system consjsts of the water and the aluminum btock. It does not inctude
the vesse[ for this probtem. You are seeking the quantity of heat lost and
gained by the respective parts of the system. Equation 15.2 must be

rearranged to soLve for 0:

Q : mctrLt

Calcutate the heat gained by the water:

0r,o : (mcroAf)n,o : lmcrr(t1- ti)]H,o

0H,o : (20.0 g)(a.18 J/9."C)(30.0 'C - 31..1 'C)

0H,o= -9!.9J=-92J (1)

The heat "gained" by the water is negative, so thermaI energy is actualty
Lost from the water. There is a net flow of thermaI energy out of the water
and into the aluminum block.

Calcutate the heat gained by the btock:

OnL : (mc.rAf)aL : [mc'o(fi - t)]nr

po, : (10.0 g)(0.897 J/9.'C)(30.0 oC - 19.7 "C)

Qx: *92.39J= +92.4J (2)

Notice that QnL: _0n,0 or *92 J : -(-92 J) expressed to 2 SDs.

In the previous example, an adiabatic container was specified. There are no truly
adiabatic containers. Therefore, we must take into account the thermal energy lost
or gained by the container and the surounding air. A calorimeter is a container
designed to minimize the exchange of thermal energy with its surroundings. It
consists of an insulated outer cup, an inner cup, an insulated lid, and provision for
a stirrer and a thermometer. Figure l5-5a is a photograph of a typical school labo-
ratory calorimeter. Figure 15-5b is a research-quality calorimeter. It is possible to

Problem-Solving Strutegy I 5.1

Heat-balance problems often result
in slightly different calculated val-
ues of heat lost versus heat gained.

This is due to the different preci-

sions of the various measured quan-

tities and the rounding conventions
involved in the calculations. Differ-
ences of a few percent are accept-

able for the purposes of this course.

An .,'-,:-,1.:,::iit process is one that
does not exchange thermal energy
with its sunoundings.

[omponents of o colorimeter

i:i :,ir A reseorch-grode colorimeler
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determine the heat capacity of a calorimeter by using the principle of the conserva-
tion of energy.

The title of Example 15-3 refers to
Song of Solomon 2:15: "Take us the
foxes, the little foxes, that spoil:the
vines"-the little foxes are an alle-
gori,cal reference to the,'small iniqui-
ties in our livei that rob us of our
joy in our Lord just as the calorime-
ter affects, if only in a small way,
the thermal energy transferred
between its contents.

Finding the Littte Foxes: Calorimeter Heat Capacity

10.0 g of water at room temperature is pl.aced into a catorimeter. The egui-
librium temperature of the calorimeter and water is 20.0 oC. Then 10.0 g of
water heated to 40.0 oC is added to the water in the calorimeter. The

new equilibrium temperature is 27.0 oC. Find the heat capacity of the
catorimeter.

Solution:
The system is the caLorimeter, the cool water, and the additionaL hot water.
You measure the water temperature and assume that the calorimeter's tem-
perature is the same at equitibrium. The essential concept at work here is
this: After the hot and cool water mix and you determine the heat gained

and lost by the two quantities of water, any difference in heat musf be due

to the heat transferred to or from the calorimeter, based on the conserva-
tion of thermal energy.

0n**0.**Q.u1 :0J

Ca[cutate the heat transfer of the cool water:

0.* : (mcrpAt).* : [mcro(fr - fi)].*

0.* - (10.0 g)(a.18 J/9.'C)(27.0 oC - 20.0 'C)

Qr* : *292 J

(1)

Calculate the heat transfer of the hot water:

0n, = (mcrrAf)n*: lmcrp(& - ti)]r,*

pn* : (10.0 gxa.18 J/g."C)(27.0 oC - 40.0 'C)

0n* =
Substitute results (2) and (3) into
transfer of the calorimeter:

Qn**0.**Q.ar :0J

Q.at::-'(01**Q.*)

Q.ur: -(-541.4J + ZgZJ)

Qcat = *251

The catorimeter heat capacity is ca[culated from Equation 15.1:

+257 J

Equation (1) and sotve for

(3)

the heat

Ocat
Lca[ -

ucat 
-

At (27.0 "C - 20.0 "C)

35.8 J/"C = 36 J/'C
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Using a calorimeter with a known heat capacity, the heat capacity or specific
heat of an unknown sample can be easily determined.
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I 5-6 Engineers use colorimetric procedures in order

to determine ihe rote of heot tronsfer ond the

efficiency of their power plonts.

The procedure just described in this example is similar to many such.heat bal-
ance calculations performed by scientists and engineers for a variety of reasons.
For example, the latent heats required to bring about various phase transitions are

determined using calorimetric procedures.

15.12 Heat and Phase Transitions
Every material has a characteristic specific heat capacity. You would expect that
any thermal energy gained by an object would cause an increase in temperature,
but this is not always the case.

Consider an ice cube in afreezer ice cube tray. Assume that we have inserted a

thermocouple junction (an electrical temperature sensor) in the water before it
freezes. When we are ready for the demonstration, we quickly remove the instru-
mented ice cube from the tray, connect it to a temperature di.splay instrument, and

immerse the cube in a beaker of ice and water. A laboratory burner is lighted under
the beaker.

The initial temperature of the ice cube is around -10 
oC, the temperature of the

freezer. We record the temperature every ten seconds as the ice begins to warm. At
first, the temperature rises rapidly. At 0 oC, however, we note that the cube's tem-
perature stops rising. The ice cubes in the beaker, including our "wired" cube, are

all shrinking in size as they melt. When the ice fragments are nearly gone, we
observe that the temperature starts rising again, but more slowly than before. The
water's temperature continues to rise at a steady rate until the water nears the boil-
ing point (numerous small bubbles form and detach from the bottom of the
beaker). Then the rate of temperature rise drops off, and the temperature becomes
constant when the water reaches a rolling boil.

You may wonder why the temperature does not rise continuously during the
entire period. The flame has been adding thermal energy to the beaker at the
same rate the whole time. The answer lies in the water's changes of state. The
thermal energy that the water absorbed without changing temperature was used to
break the bonds between the water molecules in the ice. The same energy is re-
leased when the phase change is reversed. That is, the amount of thermal energy
absorbed when ice melts is released when water freezes. Similarly, the amount of
thermal energy absorbed when water vaporizes is released when steam condenses.
This amount of thermal energy per unit mass is a constant for a given phase change
of each substance. The latent (hidden) heat of fusion (Z) of a substance is the
amount of thermal energy required to melt 1 kg of the substance at its melting
point. The latent heat of vaporization (2,) is the amount of thermal energy re-
quired to vaporize 1 kg of a substance at its boiling point. The values of these
quantities are determined at standard conditions so that they may be compared.
Table 15-3 on page 349 lists some heats of fusion and vaporization for selected
substances.

Heats of fusion and vaporization are determined by the following relationships:

- O.etri = --d: (15.3)

(1s.4)T-4-

Units of Lr and.l. are kJ/kg (or J/g).
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Substance'. Melting Heat of Boiling

Acetone

Atuminum

Carbon Dioxide

Copper

EthanoI

Gotd

Iron

Lead

,'r Foint, r

ttn ('r)
*94.8

660.3

-56.6

1,084.6

-1.1.4.1

7064.2

1538

327.5

-38.8

-21.0.0

-278.8

96L.8

3422

0.0

',r.16;O; ", -: .,, .r.,,p.i61.,' 
. 
t, 

.,Vaporization

ff (kJkq) tb ("r) r" (xJn<s)

Mercury

Nitrogen

0xygen

)liver

I unqsten

Water

98.0

397.0

205

208.7

78.4

63.7

247.3

23.0

1..4

25.3

13.8

1,04.7

284.5

333.5

56.1.

252A

2563

78.3

2857

1750

356.7

-195.8

-183.0

21.63

5900

100.0

501

10 900

4726

837

7645

866

295

198

273

2323

4820

2256

Determining Heat of Fusion: A Singte Phase Change

When 10.0 g of ice is placed in a calorimeter with a heat
36.0 Jf "C, the equitibrium temperature is 0.0 'C. Then 20.0 g

50.0 'C is added, and the new equitibrium temperature is 5.2
has metted. CatcuLate the heat of fusion (fr) of ice.

Solution:
The heat of fusion is catculated from Equation ].5.3:

capacity of
of water at
"C. The ice

Lt

0melt : mLt

Note which quantities are changing and which are constant. The ice metts, but
its temperature does not change. The col,d me[twater from the ice (subscript
"cw") warms from 0.0 'C to 5.2 'C. The warm water (subscript "ww") coo[s
from 50.0'C to 5.2 "C. The ca[orimeter experiences the same temperature
change as the cold water. Therefore, heat ftows from the warm water into the
ice to mett it and into the resulting coLd water and the catorimeter.

From the conservation of energy in an adiabatic container you know that

Q.ur -| Q.* * 0** * Qmett:0J.

0mett:mor
(1)
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Lr: -[rgz .: + zL7 J + (-3745 J)]
10.0 g

Lr= 334J/g = 330 J/g

This result, obtained in a typical high school laboratory calorimeter, agrees
reasonably well with the accepted value of 333.5 Jlg for the heat of fusion of
water.

Solve for 0mer:

ll Omett : *(0*r * 0.* *,0,,*)

Substitute Equation (1) for Omeu dfld solve for [r:

tttir"Lr: -(Qcat * 0r* * 0**)

,- - - (0..t * 0.* * 0**)
Lt _ 

lTlice

Now calcutate each of the heat expressions in Equation (2):

Calorimeter: Ocar : (CAI)*L : (36.0 J/'C)(+5.2 "C)

QcaL = +197 J

Co[d water: Q.* : (/?rc,pAf).* : (10.0 g)(a.f8 J/g.'CX+ 5.2 "C)

Q,* = *217 J

Warm water: 0*,* : (mcpAt)** : (20.0 9)(4.18 J/g."qea4.8 "C)

Q** = -37L5 J

Sotve Equation (2) for [r:

Fr:om Ice to Steam: Thermal Energy Needed for Two Phase Changes
How much thermal energy is required to raise the temperature of 10.0 g of
water from -10.0 oC to 110.0 'C?

Sotution:
This probLem invotves five parts. We must determine the thermal energy
changes for the foil.owing:

(1) Heating the ice from -10.0 oC to 0.0 "C (0i.");
' (2) Converting the ice to,tiquid water at O.O oC (Om.Lt);

(3) Heating the tiquid water from 0.0 oC to its boiLing point at

14)
:

(5)

roo.o .c (0*);

Converting the liquid water to gaseous water (steam) at 100.0 "C

Heating the steam from 100.0 "C to LL0.0 'C (A).

Ototat : 0ice f Omen +'Q* + Oooit * 0t

Chapter 15
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Heats of fusion and vaporization can be obtained from Table 15-3. Specific
heats can be obtained from Tab[e 1,5-1.

Determine the heat transferred for each term on the right side of Equation (L):

Heat ice:

Me[t ice:

Heat water:

BoiI water:

Heat steam:

Qi.u : (mc,pAf);.u : (10.0 g)(2.09 J/g''C)(+10.0'C)

Otce : *209.0 J

0mert : tttl."Lr : (10.0 g)(333.5 J/g)

Qmert : +3335 J

Q* : (mc,rLf)* : (10.0 g)(a.rS J/g.'C)(+100.0 'C)

0* : *4180 J

Qbolr : trt*Lv : (10.0 g)(2256 J/g)

Qboil : +22560 J

Q, : (mc,oAf), : (10.0 g)(2.01 J/g'C)(+10.0 "C)

0, : *20L.0 J

: ' , "' : _:: rr',j r l, I :i. t, ,t::,, :r r: 1, ': :.':l , :r,'

Problem-Solving Strotegy I5.3

Calculatrng the thermal energy

required to change a solid,substance
to a vapor. or vice versa. can be bro-
ken down into five heat-transfer
steps. The key to success is to use

the proper specilic heat value lor the

corresponding phase and the correct
latent heat for each phase change. .

Be sure to observe proper significant
digit rules when summing the final
result.

Sum a[[ of the heat quantities to find the totaI thermaI energy transferred:

Qtot,L: 209 J + 3335 J + 41.8A J + 22560 J + 201J

Qtotut = 30485 J

Otot.r = 30500 J (ALtowabLe precision is to nearest 100 J.)

tr58 Seetisn R.eview
1. Discuss why, when evaluating heat processes involving water, it might

be more convenient to use the calorie unit.

2. Define and clearly differentiate the terms temperature, heat, and thermal
energy.

3. Discuss the difference between the heat capacity of a solid steel cylin-
der and its specific heat.

4. As thermal energy is added to a solid, why does its average temperature
stop rising when it begins to melt?

What is the quantity of heat required to melt a gram of a substance at
its melting point called? What do we call the quantity of heat per gram
that must be removed to freeze the substance at its freeztng point?

In a laboratory exercise, you are required to tentatively identify a 65.0 g
sample of metal from Table i5-1 by its specific heat, using a calorime-
ter. The calorimeter and the 50.0 g of distilled water that it contains are

both at a temperature of 24.0 oC. The initial temperature of the metal
just before it is placed into the calorimeter is 98.5 oC. The final tempera-
ture of the calorimeter and its contents is 26.5 oC. The calorimeter's heat
capacity is 39.5 J/"C. What metal is the sample most likely made of?

How much heat must be lost in order to completely condense 100.0 g

of nitrogen at its condensation point?

rFeAl , -'I3S $fftefffHe$

After;mpleting this section, I can

/define the heat capacity of an

object.

/compare specific heat capacity
with heat capacity and explain
why the former is more descrip-
tive of a substance.

lusing the principle of the conser-
vation of thermal energy, deter-
mine heat capacities for various

objects and materials.

dexplain why solids have heats of
fusion and liquids have heats of
fusion and vaporization.

nlperform heat balance calculations
involving phase transitions.

t37.
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